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I wish to repeat what I said before the County Superintendents' meeting at
Monticello: "That a general increase in the levy over the county is much
better than the Special District plan. If every school district in Marion
county was a Special Tax District, and all made a levy of three mills, it
would be sufficient to operate every school in the county for two months,
and make all necessary repairs for the entire county, but if used under the
Special District plan, many districts would raise only from $20 to $25, which
in most cases would have to be divided between a white and colored school
and would not bb sufficient to run either school a month. Moreover, the
$12,000 would be in the hands of 70 different sets of Trustees; the Board of
Public Instruction has no authority over how the money shall be used, each
set of Trustees applies the funds as seems best to them, is it not reasonable
to suppose that much of this money would be used to no practical purpose?"

Teachers.--Our teachers are progressive, and when they continue in the work
for several years I can easily see improvements in both methods and quali-
fications. The greatest trouble I find is that as soon as a teacher makes
sufficient advancement to give him some standing as a teacher, he leaves the
profession. The men go into positions that pay better, and the ladies leave
a $h0 school for a $30 man.

We can never expect to keep proficient teachers in the work on small salaries
and five and six-months' term; the result is, the old teachers are constantly
going out, and the schools are compelled to be filled with inexperienced
teachers.

Grading Committees.--I am opposed to any kind of State Grading Committee.
The law as it is has proven satisfactory to those who have worked to make it
a success. Because one or even a half dozen counties have failed to obey the
law is no fault of the law, and any law that could be passed, would be violated
by the same or as many other counties. An evil is much easier corrected in
a county officer than in a state officer.

"When authority is vested in one power, evil designs are much more apt to be
perpretated than when the authority is at the homes of those most interested,
and wherever power is centralized it is almost impossible to correct the cor-
ruption of a state officer,

Compulsory Education Law.--I am in favor of a Compulsory Education Law. I
believe society, business and progress of the country all demand it. I
hear many say that they are in favor of a compulsory law, but do not think
the State is ready for it. I have found that a great many people and often
a majority never get ready for the very things that have advanced the country
and resulted in such noble reforms, until it has been forced upon them, then
they accept the phange, rejoice over the result and for no consideration
would they return to the former condition.

Let us start with a limited compulsory law, say from six to ten or twelve
years, and if that works, increase it afterwards.

Libraries.,-I am heartily in favor of a good small library being worked up
in each school. We already have a half dozen schools in the county with nice
small libraries, and I think that teachers and pupils will say that they
would not do without them for many times their commercial value.

Last year, with the aid of patrons, pupils and teachers, the board placed one
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